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OUTLINE 
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•The problem of automatic detection of private scanned documents  

•Proposed approach for classification of private and public scanned 

documents 

•Experimental results in automatic detection of private scanned documents 

•Concluding comments and future plans 



MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
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It is required to assign an image of scanned English document to one of two 

possible classes ( private or public ) according to the extracted text from the 

image 

document 
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EAST TEXT DETECTOR FROM ORIGINAL PAPER 

Thresholding 
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X. Zhou, C. Yao, H. Wen, Y. Wang, S. Zhou, W. He, and J. Liang, "EAST: an efficient and 

accurate scene text detector," in Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and 

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2017, pp. 5551-5560. 

 

A tensorflow 

implementation of 

EAST text detector 



TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION 
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•TensorFlow re-implementation of the EAST to detect regions with text. 

• As regards text recognition, we used Tesseract 4.0 in image_to_string 

mode. Additionally, we set LSTM Engine mode to recognize characters on 

our images. To recognize text in areas, which EAST detector assigned with 

textual data areas, we switched the page-segmentation mode to psm=8 (ROI 

as a single word). 

 



TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION 
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The fragments of text detection on image from MIDV-500: a) Tesseract b) EAST 

text-detector 



DATASET 
The positive class is presented by 350 images of driving 

license and medical insurance cards, passports and invoices 

from extension of the MIDV dataset, whereas negative class 

consists of photos from publicly available datasets for text 

classification tasks DIQA and Ghega.  
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CLASSIFICATION  

Keyword spotting 
•Matching of detected text with a list of sensitive attributes, such as "passport", "invoice", etc.  

•The recognized word is labeled as sensitive ('"1") if the similarity with one of the keywords was higher than 0.8.  

•This similarity is computed as 1 minus edit distance between an input word and keyword relative to the length of a keyword.  

•Each photo is associated with a vector with zeros and ones ("1" - the word is sensitive and "0" - the word is not sensitive). The 

input image was classified as private when there was at least one sensitive attribute. 

Neural networks  
•To present  input data as vectors, one-hot-encoding was applied. 

•To be more exact, we created a vocabulary of D=5000 most frequent words recognized with detectors matched each word with 

the dictionary. Then for each image we got a list of indices of a specific word in a dictionary.  
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Convolutional neural network  Recurrent neural network with LSTM Fully-connected neural network 

CLASSIFICATION  
NEURAL NETWORKS  
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  
 

KEYWORD SPOTTING WITH TWO VARIANTS OF FEATURE EXTRACTION 
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Metrics Tesseract only Tesseract+EAST detector 

Accuracy, % 73.2 83.3 

Precision, % 83.7 90.2 

Recall, % 57.4 76.5 

F1-score, % 67.6 82.8 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  
 

KEYWORD SPOTTING WITH TWO VARIANTS OF FEATURE EXTRACTION 
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Fully-connected network 

  Tesseract only 
Tesseract +EAST text-

detector 

1 hidden layer 

 (16 hidden units) 
95.4  95.1  

2 hidden layers 

(16 hidden units) 
94.9   95.7 

3 hidden layers 

(16 hidden units) 
95.7  96.2  

2 hidden layers of 

16 hidden units  
94.9 95.7 

2 hidden layers of 

32 hidden units 
94.9 96.2 

2 hidden layers of 

64 hidden units 
94.5 95.7 

2 hidden layers  

with ReLU 

activation 

94.9 95.7 

2 hidden layers  

with tanh activation 
97.2 98.5 

Recurrent network with LSTM 

  Tesseract only 
Tesseract +EAST 

text-detector 

1 LSTM layer with 

Output space=64  
92.8 94.3 

1 LSTM layer with 

Output space=128 
95.7 96.2 

2 LSTM layers 

with  

Output space=128 

96.4 97.1 

Convolutional network 

  Tesseract only 
Tesseract +EAST text-

detector 

Embedding 

output_dim=32, 

2 conv1d layers 

83.9 85.6 

Embedding 

output_dim=64, 

2 conv1d layer 

83.7 85.2 

Embedding 

output_dim=128 , 

2 conv1d layers 

82.1 84.3 

Embedding 

output_dim=128 , 

1 conv1d layer 

80.4 82 

Embedding 

output_dim=128 , 

2 conv1d layers 

82.1 84.3 

Embedding 

output_dim=128 , 

3 conv1d layers 

84.2 85.6 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  
 

NEURAL NETWORKS 



CONCLUSION 
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•We proposed a novel approach for classification of private and public scanned documents using EAST text 

detection and text recognition in the detected region based on Tesseract OCR library.  

•We showed that the preliminarily text detection with EAST improves the quality of classification with both keyword 

spotting and neural nets. 

•It was shown that deep FCNN with bag of most frequently used words outperforms more complicated network 

architecture like CNN and a model with LSTM recurrent layers  

•Neural-network based classification decreases the error rate of keyword spotting on more than 15%. 

FUTURE WORK 
•Detection of  private photos on mobile platforms. 

•As the vast majority of private documents contain personal photos, face identification and clustering techniques 

should be applied to extract photos of closed friend and relatives. 
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